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Abstract: Currently, natural gas provides more than a third of the energy used in European residential
buildings. As part of the general decline of fossil fuels, this gas consumption is predicted to drop in
several countries by 25–100% by 2050. We model a decline in gas consumption in 57 urban German
distribution grids looking for the influence of grid-specific factors and different distribution network
operator (DNO) strategies on grid charges. We find a functional relationship between grid length
and customer amount described by a power law, with an exponent correlated with structural grid
parameters. The disordered structure inherent to grids typically results in a decline in grid costs much
slower than the corresponding demand. We introduce a simplified yearly cash flow calculation model
based on the power law and validate it against mixed integer linear optimization. A comparison of
the total costs of operation and resulting grid charges for several scenarios and strategies estimates
the effects on DNO business models. Depending on a combination of DNO’s strategy and customers’
exit pattern, grid charges may increase, accelerating the substitution of gas-bound technologies that
might develop into a self-reinforcing feedback loop, leading to grid defection.
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1. Introduction

One fifth to one third of the global end-use of energy is consumed in the building sector. About
30% percent of it is used by electrical applications and 70% is needed for space heating (SH) as well as
domestic hot water (DHW) generation [1–3]. Due to insulation measures and electrification of heating
systems in new and existing buildings, most macroeconomic studies predict a decline in final energy
demand and the use of fossil fuels in Europe [4,5]. The share of natural gas heating systems is predicted
to drop by 25–100% until 2050 in Germany [6–11], as in other regions such as the USA [12–15] or
China [16,17] studies predict a short- to medium-term increase. While an extensive gas infrastructure
can be maintained under the assumption of a shift to renewable gas production even within a scenario
of full decarbonization, most long-term scenarios find a decrease in gas demand more likely. Because
of this, a transformation path of declining gas demand is a relevant scenario for the gas distribution
network operators (DNO) in many areas worldwide that challenges existing business models.
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With customer numbers and individual gas consumption dwindling, the profitability of the gas
grid infrastructure is tending to decrease. Many European gas grid DNO operate under a regulatory
model, where rising costs are passed on to grid users in the form of grid charges. Consequently, rising
energy prices and grid charges might lead to customers substituting gas-based technologies especially
in heating sector and therefore gas grid defection. This poses not only a risk for DNOs of losing their
business model, but can also lead to macro-economic consequences: A large number of studies predict
the importance of a gas network infrastructure as a flexibility option also for a fully electrified energy
system [6–11]. Several studies address these questions at a macroscopic level [12–15], but there is a
lack in the literature when it comes to the evaluation of such scenarios at grid level [18], especially for
investigations based on real DNO, grid and customer data. Our study addresses three main questions
relevant for DNOs, policy makers and creators of macro-economic models of the energy system:

• What is the trend of customer development?
• What are the grid-specific factors that influence the profitability of a natural gas grid?
• What are the options for grid operators, regulators and what are the impacts on grid users?

Therefore, we examine the development of grid charges and the DNO’s revenue cap for a gas
exit scenario, analyzing in detail the effect of different local distributions of customer exits on the grid
length and strategic options of the DNO for 57 grids in the German city of Bamberg. The paper is
organized in two main sections: First, we perform a literature review to present the motivation as
well as relevance of the topic and justify our assumptions. Second, we perform a structural and cost
analysis for the real grid data. Within the review, we examine the current scenarios for the system-wide
demand for natural gas, and how these exit scenarios are shaped by individual customers’ decisions
(Sections 2.1 and 2.2). Afterwards, we point out that there is a lack in the literature with respect to
grid planning and the evaluation of distribution network operator strategies in face of decreasing gas
demand (Section 2.3). Subsequently, in Section 2.4, we identify the economic factors that influence
the total cost of operation of gas networks and how they scale with grid length, age and supplied
energy. Finally, we analyze regulatory mechanisms and tag possible DNO strategies for scenarios with
decreasing gas demand (Section 2.5). Based on the findings of the review, we perform a structural and
economic analysis for 57 natural gas distribution grids described:

1. Within a structural grid analysis, we estimate a functional relationship between required grid
length and the amount of customers with a power law approach (Section 3.2.1) for different exit
patterns in all grids (Section 4.2). Within a correlation analysis, we identify possible structural
parameters for the prediction of the exponent k of the power law, a parameter which determines
the disproportionality between grid length and number of customers when they leave the grid
(Section 4.3).

2. To calculate the total costs of grid operation within an economic analysis, we apply a mixed
integer linear optimization model based on a yearly cash flow calculation and transform it into a
simplified calculation model considering the functional relationship found in the previous section
(Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3). After a validation of the simplified model (Sections 4.4.1 and 4.4.2),
we compare the total costs of operation and resulting grid charges for several exit patterns and
DNO investment strategies in Section 4.4.3.

Finally, we discuss the options, risks and conclusions for the different stakeholders, describe
the transferability of the approach on other regulatory environments and analyze interdependencies
between the decisions of different stakeholders to introduce the hypothesis of a self-reinforcing feedback
loop that might lead to gas grid defection (Section 5). For a list of acronyms used, see Table A1 in
Appendix A.
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2. Literature Review

2.1. Scenarios for Gas Demand from an International and German Perspective

On a global scale, scenarios for future gas demand differ widely. While forecasts for China [16,17]
or the USA [12–15] often predict an increase in gas demand over the next few years, many studies for
European countries forecast a stagnation or decline. This also depends on the predicted technology
development path: British and Irish publications in particular expect carbon capture technologies, hydrogen
and bio-methane to be used to decarbonize the energy system while retaining gas grids [5,19–22]. Studies
from Germany [6,11,23–29] or northern European countries [4,5], on the other hand, predict a decline in
natural gas demand due to efficiency measures and electrification of the heating systems. In the long
term, there could be two extreme transformation paths [14], either based on usage of synthetic gases,
in which case the predicted demand fluctuates from a slight drop to an increase, or on an “all-electric”
trend making the gas infrastructure obsolete.

In our paper, we will focus on the situation in Germany, where reduction targets for CO2 emissions
are set to −55% in 2030 and −80% to −95% in 2050 compared to the values of 1990 [30,31]. The
government emphasizes that the achievement of this goal should be “technology-neutral” and “open
to innovation” [18,31]. Like other European studies, the German ones span the two extreme scenarios
described above (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Measured and predicted values of gas consumption for Germany in selected studies (Numbers:
[cited source].scenario; linearly interpolated between projected years).

The trade, commerce and service (TCS) sector consumes 18% of natural gas in Germany, 41% go
to the residential, 40% to the industry and 0.13% to the mobility sector [32]. While industry customers
are mostly connected to high or medium pressure gas grids, TCS and residential clients are attached
to medium or low-pressure distribution grids [18]. Gas mainly provides heating, especially storage
heating and domestic hot water generation systems, which are currently used in more than 50% of
buildings [9]. Typically, users decide for or against gas powered heating during a replacement of the
heating system, often in combination with a renovation of the building envelope.

2.2. Investment Decisions in Building Sector and Their Influence on Grid Economics

The decreasing gas demand stems from a switch in investment decisions in building sector away
from gas-bound technologies. When choosing modernization measures in buildings, individual owners
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decide based on renovation, operation and energy costs as well as building properties and available
grid infrastructure [33,34]. The choice of optimal renovation measures in buildings has been the topic
of several studies, which analyze building parts and perform optimization in terms of energy demand,
costs or comfort issues [35–37]. Many approaches have multiple objectives, such as optimizing the
building envelope and choosing the heating system in a holistic approach [35,38]. Studies usually
calculate the annual energy demand based on individual building and usage characteristics and
optimize the costs for a certain planning horizon. Since costs include the complete expenditures for
energy related operation and maintenance, as well as for the building envelope and energy systems,
owner decisions are based on available technologies, regulation and the energy market conditions.

R. Streblow et al. (2017) [38] compare CO2- and cost-optimized modernization measures for
building envelope and heating between natural gas-based systems and electrical ones. They predict
that gas-based solutions are more sensitive to fluctuations in energy procurement costs than electrical
solutions based on heat pumps. From the perspective of the DNO, with a declining demand for natural
gas, the profitability of the gas grid tends to decrease. Dependent on grid age, topology and load
density as well as the DNO strategy, this might lead to rising grid charges [18], which can in turn
influence building owner decisions against gas powered heating systems—a self-reinforcing effect.

2.3. Effects of Grid Structure and Asset Composition on Defection Scenarios

Grid costs do not only scale with the amount of transmitted energy, but even more with the
length and age of the distribution grid [18,39]. This is the basis for strategic planning methods for
natural gas grids, which focus on long term planning with the aim of finding cost optimal grid
structures for given scenarios [40–42]. Very detailed work has been published on the planning of gas
transmission [43–47] and distribution networks, with a focus on uncertainties [48] or the interconnection
and energy conversion between the power and gas sectors [49–51]. These approaches mainly cover the
construction, expansion and restructuring of existing network structures and often focus on building
up a synthetic gas infrastructure based on bio-methane and hydrogen in combination with carbon
capturing technologies. However, there is a lack in literature of how to deal with grid defection or a
decreasing gas demand in natural gas grid planning.

While the relationship between grid length and supplied energy is currently often modeled
as linear [18,39], studies about network connectivity postulate a non-linear dependency between
network length and the number of connected users [52–54]. Depending on the connection structure of
a network, a decreasing number of users can increase the network length per user needed to connect all
participants. Several authors [52–55] have described the relationship between optimal network length
and amount of nodes with a power law approach, where the exponent k differs with the disorder
of the network. We will test this hypothesis on real distribution grid structures and calculate the
effect this has on the resulting grid charges for the remaining customers. In addition to that, we will
examine whether structural grid parameters allow a prediction on how problematic the effects of grid
defection are.

2.4. Economic Factors of Operating a Natural Gas Infrastructure

Decreasing gas demand and the obligation to continue the operation of gas grids can lead to
an increase of grid charges. Several works examine the future of natural gas grids on a macroscopic
level, using top-down approaches without taking into account the costs of operating the network
infrastructure [21,22,56]. Only [19] analyzes the costs for grid operation of distribution networks for
several scenarios with a decreasing demand based on the quantitative structure of all grids in Ireland.

Grid charges as part of customer’s energy procurement costs are usually directly dependent on
the DNO’s operating costs. In most countries, DNOs operate under public regulation with the goal
of a secure, cost-efficient and stable grid operation [39,57]. In Germany, and in the most European
countries, electricity and gas supply is vertically unbundled, which means that energy distribution
networks will be operated separately from other parts of the value chain [57]. In this way, they are
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subject to a natural monopoly [58]. In the interest of maximizing welfare on a macroeconomic scale,
optimum grid charges should correspond to marginal costs, where the sum of the revenues equals the
grid costs. In reality, there is a risk for the network operator depending on the willingness of the grid
users to pay. This risk requires the introduction of a return on equity that increases the network costs
depending on the capital employed [59]. This is where regulation comes into play: Most regulatory
approaches worldwide are based on one of the four basic models, the “cost-plus”, “rate-of-return”,
“price-cap” or “revenue-cap” method, which are often supplemented by an incentive regulation to
guarantee a cost-efficient and stable supply [59,60]. Table 1 gives an overview of the use of the different
methods for several European countries.

Table 1. Regulation mechanisms in different European countries [61].

Country Gas DNO

Regulation Method Incentive Regulation

Austria Price-cap Yes
France Revenue-cap Yes

Germany Revenue-cap Yes
Ireland Revenue-cap Yes
Norway Revenue-cap Yes

Netherlands Price-cap Yes

The German regulatory regime basically follows the “revenue-cap” approach [62], whereby the
DNO is granted a fixed interest rate on the capital required for operation. A government agency
monitors the DNO and regulates it via a bonus-malus system. To reduce over-investment, the agency
approves the revenue cap on the basis of supply efficiency and quality, which is finally passed on
to the customer in the form of network charges depending on the grid usage of each customer [63].
Since the type and structure of the regulatory regimes of the individual countries differ in detail [61],
we choose a simplified approach based on the “revenue-cap” method that is applicable to regulated as
well as unregulated environments. Therefore, we add up the annual costs, considering network and
demand-specific conditions. Depending on the DNO’s strategy, we limit the annual revenue cap via
boundary conditions in three ways:

• “stable revenue cap”, an approach in which the DNO tries to keep the absolute revenue cap constant,
• “stable grid value”, an approach in which the revenue cap is constraint by a stable grid age, and
• “stable grid charges”, an approach in which the DNO tries to keep grid charges at a constant level.

Table 2 shows the cost components of the yearly revenue cap [18,19,64]. Costs that are part of the
capital expenditure (CAPEX) have to be determined for every grid asset, so they scale with grid length
as well as with asset age. Operational costs are also modeled as dependent on grid length, while the
other operational expenditure (OPEX) components loss costs, upstream grid costs and concession fees
are based on supplied energy.
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Table 2. Cost components of DNO’s revenue cap and their dependencies.

Cost Component Grid Length Grid Age Energy Overall Share in
Case Study ** (%)

CAPEXαCAPEX

Calc. return equity αEC + − 9.9
Calc. trade tax αTax + − 1.3

Interests on borrowed
capital αBC + − 6.6

Calc. depreciations αDepr + − 15.0

OPEX αOPEX

Operational costs αOC + * * 33.6
Loss costs αLC + 0.0

Upstream grid charges
αUpGGG + 19.0

Concession fees αConc + 14.7

+: linear positive dependence; −: negative linear dependence; *: possible dependence, not modelled in paper, **:
Derived from real data of Bamberg from 2017.

2.5. Different Strategies for Grid Operation

Under the regulatory regime, the DNO has limited options to maximize his return on equity
since revenues are directly constrained by the costs. We concentrate on the aspect of grid planning:
As measures, the grid operator can renew, operate or close each line in every year of the planning
horizon. According to current German law, the DNO has to supply all customers non-discriminatorily
until their exit from the grid [57], and can only close a line when no grid user is connected anymore.

By choosing when and where to invest, the DNO can follow various paths: Renewing and
expanding the grid assets at a high rate would lead to a growing investment capital, resulting in a
higher CAPEX value and grid charges, while a low rate would lead to a loss in capital but keep grid
charges low. Among the strategies possible for dealing with a decrease in demand in a regulated
system, we focus on three strategies [39,63,65]: Firstly the DNO can try to preserve his business model
by stabilizing the yearly revenues; secondly, he can attempt to maintain a high grid value, by stabilizing
grid age to ensure a reliable supply; thirdly, he can try to keep grid charges low to guarantee a cheap
supply. In this paper, we examine the interdependence of these aspects based on an analysis of 57
urban and suburban natural gas grid areas in the German city Bamberg.

3. Data and Methods

3.1. Gas Grid Data and Software Tools

We base our evaluations on real gas grid data from the southern German city of Bamberg provided
by the city’s DNO (Figure 2a). Bamberg has a high amount of customers using gas, with 85% of all
buildings in the central city connected to the natural gas grid, of which approx. 90% use gas for space
heating. The gas grid consists of a medium and a low-pressure stage operated in a meshed topology,
with approx. 85% of all gas customers connected to the low-pressure stage. The total line length of the
low-pressure grid is 258.6 km, which includes the house connection lines. The yearly gas demand of
the 9118 grid users in the model is 351.9 GWh.

Data was provided by the city’s DNO as an excerpt from the geo-information system (grid line
location, age and type information), internal asset database, and collected metering information of
the individual grid users (energy consumption). The cost allocation sheet serves as the source for
calculating the cost components of the revenue cap. The data was collected in 2018 for the financial
year of 2017. All pressure loss calculations were performed with the commercial software STANET [67].
The other software-based models were created on a Python basis, using Pyomo [68,69] for optimization,
NetWorkX [70] for graph analysis and the Scikit-learn [71] library for fitting. The commercial solver
CPLEX [72] was used for optimization.
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Figure 2. (a) Separated radial grid areas [66]; (b) Pressure for all house connection points (n = 9118) in
low-pressure stage for the original operated meshed topology and the radial topology (after demarcation
of sub grid areas).

Before performing the structural network analysis, the low-pressure grid was divided into 57
subnetworks corresponding to the supply areas of pressure regulator stations by searching the shortest
paths from every customer to each regulator station. The resulting 57 low-pressure grid areas are radial
and represent the “initial grid length” (approx. 6% unnecessary lines). The process of demeshing the
network was followed by a load flow calculation (load case corresponds to design case). Most of the
connection points show a similar pressure level, where the number of violations is comparable for
both network topologies (Figure 2b). For the subsequent structural analysis, the radial grid structure
and line types of the sub-networks do not change: After a customer leaves the network, all lines that
fall out of use are removed. With this approach, structural changes triggered by decreasing demand
will only lead to decreases with regard to pressure losses and flow velocities in existing lines compared
to the 100% case (Figure 2b). To verify this, pressure loss calculations were carried out for the 57 grids
for a scenario of 0%, 25%, 50% and 75% customer decline (“random selection”, seed corresponds to the
median of the 100 seeds from section Table 2).

3.2. Structural Network Analysis

3.2.1. Analysis of the Functional Relation between Grid Length and User Number

For all grids, the number of customers is scaled consecutively from 100% (current state) to zero.
After the exit of each customer, a new grid structure results (Figure 3):

We explore several orders in which single customers leave the grid, which we call “selection
types” (Table 3), based on principles of order theory [73]. Some selection types are deterministic
(“Ranked selection”), while others are generated probabilistically (“Stochastic selection”) with 100
random distributions (seeds). Scenarios where users exit based on their distance to the station or their
impact on grid length represent worst- or best-case scenarios. Others are stochastic or semi-stochastic
selection types where users are chosen probabilistically from (in some cases weighted) distributions,
based on building age or the starting point of procedure. These scenarios represent a range of realistic
development paths and show the impact of local clustering of exits. While the “random selection” is
used for cost analysis, all other types are only exploited within the structural analysis.
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Figure 3. Procedure for the determination of the grid length dependent on customer amount.

Table 3. Selection types for user exits.

Name Selection Type; Seeds Determination of Customer Exits Interpretation

Shortest path first

Ranked selection; 1

Order and drop customers by their path length
to the connection point.

Worst case
Longest path first Best case
Least impact first Drop costumers by their impact on grid length.

Determine the impact after every exit.
Worst case

Highest impact first Best case

Random selection
Stochastic selection; 100

Choose customers for exit randomly. Stochastic selection

Weighted random
selection

Choose customer exits based on a conditional
probability calculated by building ages and

pseudo random numbers.

Stochastic selection
based on building age

Radial selection
Choose a random starting point. Drop

customers by radial distance to this point. Start
with the lowest distance.

Extreme case of a
weighted stochastic

selection

We fitted a power function (1) to the relationship of grid customers nCust
t

and resulting grid length
LGrid
t

, with the exponent k as a measure of the disorder of the network [52–55]. The best exponent of
the power function was determined for every grid, selection type and seed by using a non-linear least
squares approach [74]. Customer amount and grid length are stored for each run of the procedure of
Figure 3. Before fitting, nCust

t
values are normalized to their initial values.

LGrid
t

= LGrid
t=0 ∗

nCust
t

nCust
t=0

k

(1)

3.2.2. Correlation Analysis

As abstract measures for the classification of the grid structure, we use a broad selection of metrics
and correlate these with the k values from the previous section. Correlation analyses are performed for
each individual gas grid. The used parameters fall into four general classes:

• k values of Equation (1) (mean and standard deviation for “random selection”)
• Classical structural parameters [18,64]
• Path and length relations of the simplified graph [54]
• Graph theoretical metrics [75–77]

3.3. Cash Flow Analysis

3.3.1. Economic Parameters and Principles

Due to the transferability, we use a simplified approach that is based on the “revenue-cap” method
from Section 2.4 used in most of the European countries [61] and Germany, respectively. The cost
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components are modeled directly depend on the length and age of the grid and the energy supplied
(see Table 2). The starting point for the calculation represents the relative shares of cost components in
2017 (see Table 2). The revenue cap of the DNO in base year 2017 is about 10 M€. Since the model only
includes the low-pressure stage of the grid, the medium pressure level will be considered in the cost
parameter CUpGCG

t
, which represents the upstream grid charges. Other cost parameters are set to the

relative shares of the DNO’s actual revenue cap (Table 2). Whereas the CAPEX in the optimization
model is calculated based on the rest book value, length and historical investment expenditures of
every single line based on the chosen measures, within the cash flow calculation it is determined by
the average grid age and costs as well as cumulated grid length.

The operational costs are modeled as a linear function of the grid length, whereas all other
operational expenditures (OPEX) are depend on the supplied energy. Grid charges are modeled as
energy related costs cGC in €

kWh directly derived from the revenue cap. Possible strategy patterns of the
DNO regarding the allocation of grid charges on customer groups (e.g., trade, commercial, residential)
are not considered. For detailed structural parameters of the sub grids see Appendix A and Table A4
in Appendix B.

3.3.2. Optimization Model

The renewal, operation and closure measures of lines will be selected to maximize the absolute
return on equity over the planning horizon from 2018 to 2050. As the equity interest rate is a
constant parameter over the planning horizon, the cumulative net book value is maximized. To avoid
over-investment, a constraint is modeled for each DNO strategy to limit the investment budget. Since
the optimization is just used to validate the cash flow calculation model, only one DNO strategy “stable
grid value” is implemented, where the length dependent average mean age of the lines is limited to its
initial value. Additional constraints for the measures are:

• Only one renewal per line allowed within the planning horizon.
• Lines have to stay in operation as long as customers are connected [57].
• Lines have to be closed if no customer is connected anymore.

Each line is modeled separately with its book value factor RBVF`,t, length L` and historical
investment expenditures C I

` . The relation between customers | and lines ` are considered within a
status matrix BBL

`,t. The resulting optimization problem is to schedule the measures optimally within the
planning horizon provided by the scenario. For a detailed description of the model, see Appendix A
Table A2 and Appendix C.1. The optimization objective zDNO is to maximize the return on equity
for every line under the fixed equity interest rate R EC

` and equity amount Q EC
` for all lines ` under

operation. Rest book value factor RBVF`,t is a function of the binary decision variables bOR
∇,` for

operation and renew as well as bC
c,` for closure of each line, see Appendix C.1.

max zDNO = R EC
` ∗Q EC

` ∗

∑
t ε T

∑
` ε L

L`∗C I
` ∗RBVF`,t (2)

Because of the regulatory regime, the DNO’s cumulated annual costs correspond to the revenues
from grid charges, and form an upper bound:

∀ t ε T : αEC
t

+ αBC
t

+ αTax
t + α

Depr
t

+ αOC
t

+ αLC
t

+ α
UpGCG
t

+ αConc
t
− cGCG

t
∗ EGas
t
≤ 0 (3)

The DNO strategy used in the optimization approach is to stabilize the length specific grid value.
This forms an additional boundary: Since relative grid value depends on the grid age, this annual
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value, expressed by the length-dependent weighted average age for all operating lines, is not allowed
to fall beneath its initial value.

∀ t ε T :
∑
` ε L L`∗A`,t∑

` ε L L`
≥ AMeanInit (4)

3.3.3. Simplified Cash Flow Calculation

By only considering the cumulated rest book value and grid length of all lines or assets under
operation when determining the capital expenditure, the optimization problem is transferred into a
calculation model. The mean rest book value factor MRBVFGrid

t aggregates book values for the whole
grid area based on (4):

MRBVFGrid
t = 1−

∑
` ε L L`∗A`,t∑

` ε L L`

TTL
(5)

By multiplying the mean rest book value factor with the average historical length specific costs
CI and the current grid length LGrid

t
based on a grid-specific power law function (1), it is possible to

determine the capital expenditures (for the detailed formulation, see Appendix C.2):

αCAPEX
t

=

((
RBC
∗QBC

)
+

((
RTax + 1

)
∗ REC

∗QEC
)
+

1

TTL

)
∗ CI
∗ LGrid
t
∗MRBVFGrid

t (6)

The operational expenditures are a function of the grid length and the supplied energy:

αOPEX
t

= LGrid
t
∗ CLRC +

(
CUpGCG
t

+ CConc
t

+ CLC
∗ FLoss

)
∗ EGas
t

(7)

Dependent on the DNO strategy, the mean book value factor or the grid charges are the variable.
The mean book value factor is restricted to values between zero and one. In the simplified approach,
we model three different DNO strategies:

• Stable grid charges: The grid charges cGCG
t

are set to their initial value and MRBVFGrid
t is

calculated, until its value reaches 0. After that, grid charges are a function of the yearly OPEX and
supplied energy.

cGCG
t

=

 cGCG
t

= cGCG
t=0 ; for MRBVFGrid

t > 0
cGCG
t

= f
(
LGrid
t

, EGas
t

)
; for MRBVFGrid

t = 0
(8)

• Stable grid value: The mean rest book value factor is set to its initial value and the revenue cap
is calculated.

MRBVFGrid
t = MRBVFGrid

t=0 (9)

• Stable revenue cap: The revenue cap is set to its initial value and the mean rest book value factor
is calculated until its value reaches 1. After that, the revenue cap is a function of the yearly costs.

RCG
t
=

 RCG
t
= RCG

t=0; for MRBVFGrid
t < 1

RCG
t
= f

(
LGrid
t

, EGas
t

)
; for MRBVFGrid

t = 1
(10)

4. Results

4.1. Verification of Pressure Losses in the Distribution Grids

The amount of house connection points with a pressure level below 23 mbar decreases with the
number of customers leaving the grid (Figure 4): 48.1% when no customer has left the grid, 43.5%
for one quarter, 37.5% for one half and 30.1% for three quarter. The number of pressure violations
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decreases with the number of customers leaving the grid. When customers leave the grid, the gas
demand decreases, thus reducing pressure losses in the radially operated network [78]. Since the grid
is deconstructed from the customer to the substation in reality, successive subtrees are removed from
the existing radial structure until the last user leaves the grid. The topology of each subtree remains
the same during this process.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 33 
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Figure 4. Pressure of all house connection points for the median of the 100 scenarios of “random
selection” for all 57 grids dependent on the number of customers leaving the grid from 0 up to 75%.

4.2. Structural Analysis

Figure 5a shows the exemplary grid area 18, (total line length: 3.21 km, 148 grid users, annual gas
demand: 1.64 GWh, mean grid asset age: 17.0 years). For this grid, line length declines slower than the
number of customers: After 50% of the grid users exit the network (“Random selection”), 71% of the
grid is still in operation (Figure 5b). This trend is stable for different random seeds and can be well
fitted with a power law function (Figure 5c).
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Figure 5. Required grid length for declining customer numbers in a low-pressure gas grid. (a) Network
structure of grid area 18 on the top with all customers, (b) with 50% of costumers (exemplary random
selection, resulting grid length: 71%, background map in [66]). Blue dots: active customers, black lines:
active lines, red: inactive lines, red dot: pressure regulator station. (c) Distribution of grid length for
100 random exit patterns (“Actual grid length” corresponds to black lines in (b), “Initial grid length”
corresponds to all lines in B, Blue box: median and 25%/75% percentiles, whiskers: +/-1.5 IQD, red
crosses: values for an example distribution, red dotted line: power law fit to example data).
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The resulting k value (0.43 in the example) describes a deviation from a linear relationship of grid
length and customer number: With a low k value, the DNO needs to maintain a proportionally large
grid infrastructure in face of a decline in gas demand. The variance in k value between random seeds
(Figure 5c) shows a sensitivity of grid length (and therefore grid costs) to different exit patterns (with
“random selection” in Table 3).

To analyze the impact of different selection types of user exits on grid length, we calculated grid
lengths for a wide range of possible distributions (Table 3) and determined the resulting exponent k (as
either single or mean values). Basically, there are two different ranges of k:

• k < 1: The decrease of grid length LGrid
t

LGrid
t=0

is slower than the decrease of customer number
nCust
t

nCust
t=0

.

• k > 1: The decrease of grid length LGrid
t

LGrid
t=0

is faster than the decrease of customer number
nCust
t

nCust
t=0

.

Figure 6a shows that while the “best-case” selections of highest impact and longest path first
lead to k values close to and sometimes above 1, worst-case scenarios lead to a highly nonlinear
relationship with k values around 0.2. In “weighted random selection” and the “radial random
selection”, customers exit the grid in clusters. This increases the probability for the closure of entire
grid sections, resulting in higher k values compared to “random selection” type. Fit quality is good (R2

values > 0.9, see Figure 6b) and generally rises with the amount of customers, with single outliers for
small grid areas with less than 50 customers.
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Figure 6. (a) Dots: k for ranked and Mean(k) for stochastic selection types of Table 2 for each of 57
grids with different selection types of user exits. (b) R2 for ranked and Mean

(
R2

)
for stochastic selection

types of Table 2 for each of 57 grids with different selection types of user exits. Boxes: Median and
25%/75% percentiles of the distribution. Whiskers: +/-1.5 IQD).

Typical values for random selection types are in the range of 0.4 to 0.5. This fits with general
predictions from network theory, which calculate k values of 1.0 for ordered and 0.33 for maximally
disordered networks [54]. k values below 1 also indicates a grid structure that is expensive to maintain
during a decline in demand from the DNO point of view, while a large spread of k values for
different selection types could indicate a heterogeneous grid infrastructure with a mix of favorable and
unfavorable customers.

4.3. Correlation Analysis

Both mean k values and k value variability are markedly different for individual grids. How does
this characteristic depend on grid structure, and are there general predictors for the risk?

We examined a broad range of grid structure parameters (39) (see Table A3 in Appendix B) from
our real grid data (57 grids) in a correlation analysis to examine their effect on k values (see Figure A1
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in Appendix B). In following we discuss six selected parameters: three classical structural parameters
(NCust, LGrid, NCust/ LGrid); and three with the strongest positive or negative correlation (PGrid/ LGrid,
Max(`)/LGrid, KW(3)) with either Mean

(
kRandom

)
or STD

(
kRandom

)
(Figure 7).Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 13 of 33 
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Figure 7. (a) Correlation matrix; (b) Selected structural and graph theoretical parameters.

The “number of customers” NCust and “grid length” LGrid are both descriptors for grid size and,
as such, highly correlated in our dataset. We use LGrid as a normalization factor for the following
density parameters, while NCust is used as a baseline value in our economic analyses for declining
grid demand. Both parameters show a moderate negative correlation with Mean

(
kRandom

)
and

STD
(
kRandom

)
, which suggests that larger grids tend to a slower but more reliable decrease in grid

length, when customers exits grid (Figure 8b).
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Figure 8. k values for different grid sizes. (a) Mean(k) of each grid for different grid lengths; (b) Grid
length and customer amount for individual grid areas.

The parameter “customers per grid length” NCust/ LGrid describes grid density; therefore, it is
higher for urban areas. As described for size, denser grids tend to k values which are lower and less
variable for different seeds of “random selection”.

Grid structure is not only dependent on size and density, but also on the branching pattern of
lines, a parameter that is difficult to quantify. We examine two path relation measures, which are also
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used as a general measure of network disorder [54]. Before calculating these parameters, we deleted
all nodes with a degree of two (i.e., nodes located in the middle of an unbranched line) and merged the
connected line properties.

We use the “sum of all paths” PGrid, the cumulated line distance from each customer to the
regulator station, normalized by grid length, as an indicator for the prevalence of shared assets.
Since lines that route gas to more than one user contribute multiple times to cumulated path length,
this descriptor is high for grids with a high number of customers connected to single lines (Figure 9).
Even after normalization, a high number of shared assets strongly correlate with both, grid size and
density in our dataset, which could indicate structural differences in grid planning. It is an even better
predictor of lower k values than these parameters as expected, since shared lines have to stay in use
until the last customer leaves.
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Figure 9. Structural parameters for three simplified example grids. Numbers indicate line lengths.

After our removal of all degree 2 nodes, only nodes of degree 1 and 3 are left, the latter signifying
branches in the grid structure (Figure 9a, black dot). The parameter KW(3), based on graph theory,
describes the “weighted average degree” of nodes which are connected to these branching nodes. It is
high in graphs with long and branching connection lines, and with multiple branches in sequence.
The latter is also described as a measure of graph assortativity. High KW(3) values are strongly
correlated with low values of k, while showing only weak to moderate correlation with the other
structural parameters.

The effect of single long grid lines on k can be seen in the “maximum relative line length”
Max(`)/LGrid, which is most common in smaller, low-density grids. While the correlation with
Mean

(
kRandom

)
is only weak, long single lines lead to a high degree of randomness in how exit patterns

shape grid lengths.
Figure 10 shows in detail how different structural parameters combine with mean and standard

deviation of k in all single grids we examined. High values of Max(`)/LGrid are associated with high
values of STD

(
kRandom

)
(Figure 10b), while low values of Mean

(
kRandom

)
are correlated with high

values of KW. The evaluation of these two parameters allows conclusions to be drawn on variance as
well as the absolute value of k and thus on the risk of operating a disproportionately long network
when customers leave the grid.
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Figure 10. k values for different structural parameters. (a) Weighted average nearest neighbor degree
of nodes with degree 3 against sum of path lengths normalized to grid length; (b) Weighted average
nearest neighbor degree of nodes with degree 3 against maximal line length normalized to grid length
(Colors: Mean

(
kRandom
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4.4. Cost Analysis

4.4.1. DNO Costs of Operating a Natural Gas Infrastructure

We see that grid structure has a strong influence on the network infrastructure needed to supply a
declining number of customers. To quantify the economic consequences of this for a gas grid DNO,
we use a complete linear decline in customers until 2050 as a scenario to the resulting costs for the
example grid presented in Section 4.2. We model the DNO as an actor who can optimize his investment
measures, i.e., when and where to renew individual gas lines, with the goal of achieving maximum
revenues while still supplying all remaining customers. The DNO strategy we assume in this setting is
to keep the average investment sum in grid assets constant. The normalization to line meters means
that overall grid value still decreases in this scenario. The resulting investment plan influences only
the CAPEX component of overall costs. For OPEX, operational costs depend on grid length, while the
other OPEX components depend on the annually supplied energy (Table 2).

Figure 10 shows the resulting cost components for the optimized grid structure in each year as
unhashed bars. Grid costs (and therefore the revenue cap) fall from 92.1k € to only about 60.5k €within
17 years, when 50% of all customers have already left the grid. Whereas the CAPEX drops from 38.0k €
to 26.4k €, the decrease in OPEX is even higher, from 54.1k € to 34.1k €, where the operational cost
drops about 29.5%, which raises the question of whether such a high reduction in operating expenses
is possible in reality during this short period?

This full optimization for all lines and years provides detailed results, but is computationally
demanding and not feasible for a high number of grids. In addition, it depends on access to a complete
database of assets and their ages. We use the k values described in the previous section as base for
a simplified model to estimate possible revenue cap and grid charge development paths for all our
low-pressure grids.

4.4.2. Comparison of Optimization-Based and Simplified Cash Flow Calculations

The hashed bars in Figure 11 show the results for the annual cost components calculated with the
simplified approach.
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Figure 11. Comparison of revenue caps for optimization (full) and simplified (hashed) cash flow
calculation during declining gas demand in a single gas grid. Loss costs are modeled as 0. (Grid: #18,
DNO strategy: constant grid value, selection type: random selection (mean k value), global scenario:
linear decrease of gas demand 2018–2050).

Grid charges are calculated based on the revenue cap and energy demand. Like in the optimization
model, the energy-based OPEX components are calculated directly, while the grid length for operational
costs is determined with the power law relationship (1). CAPEX is also based on grid length and
total grid value in this approach. Instead of cumulating all individual asset book values, we use a
conversion factor derived from the mean asset age in the grid. This simplification resulted in speed
increase by a factor of ~1000 in our calculations compared to the optimization approach. To emulate
the “stable grid value” strategy, we use a fixed cumulated book value factor. The specific historical
acquisition costs CI are used to calibrate the simplified cash flow model for the base year on the shares
of the revenue cap of the real DNO.

The resulting total costs as well as the OPEX match the optimization results well. Since
depreciations are modelled as a function of the cumulated residual book value in each year,
we underestimate these costs, while modelling them based on the initial cumulated rest book
value would overestimate them. Due to the fact that all other parts of the CAPEX are overestimated,
we choose the first approach. For a comparison of the grid charges see Figure A2 in Appendix C.

4.4.3. Cash Flow Analysis for All 57 Grid Areas

The simplified calculation allows a broad examination of how different DNO strategies and grid
structures affect the economic results of declining gas demands. To investigate the impact of different
DNO strategies, we used median k values as above and set either grid charges per customer (“stable
grid charges”), book value conversion factor (“stable grid value”) or total costs to constant (“stable
revenue cap”). To simulate different exit distributions, we applied the DNO strategy “stable grid
value”, and used the 25, 50 and 75% percentile of grid specific k values of the 100 seeds of “random
selection”. Figure 12 shows the resulting grid charges for all individual grids.

Since grid length decreases slower than the number of grid users, grid charges rise for all different
DNO strategies, but with a large spread among strategies and individual grids. When comparing
different DNO strategies, grid charges remain below 200% over a long period until 2035, when gas
demand decreases by 55% (Figure 12a). After 2040, GCs rise sharply, to between 140% in “stable grid
charges” and 350% in “stable revenue cap” strategy in year 2045. “The stable grid charge” strategy,
which represents a lower bound of the possible GC development, cannot keep GCs stable but at least
successfully limits their rise.

A comparison of exit patterns, modeled by a variation in k values, leads to a much smaller spread
in grid charges compared to differences between individual grids. As we have seen before, k values
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tend to be relatively stable for different random exit patterns in individual grids, so that the differences
in grid charges are probably a result of structural parameters.Energies 2020, 13, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 33 
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Figure 12. (a) Grid charge development for individual grids at different DNO strategies with median k
values. (b) Grid charge development for individual grids at different k values for the DNO strategy
“stable grid value” (percentiles of random selection k values, 100 seeds). Dots: individual grids, boxes:
median and 25%/75% percentiles of the resulting distribution, whiskers: +/-1.5 IQD.

When looking at the total revenue cap (Figure 13), we see the same stronger dependency on DNO
strategy than on exit distribution. The DNO strategy “stable revenue cap” is able to stabilize the RC
until a drop in demand by 45% in 2035, while the other strategies lead to a drop between 35 to 50%.
For different k-values, deviation between different exit distributions is small, and the spread between
different grids is less pronounced than in the grid charges.
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Figure 13. (a) Revenue cap development for individual grids at different DNO strategies with median
k values. (b) Revenue cap development for individual grids at different k values for the DNO strategy
“stable grid value” (percentiles of random selection k values, 100 seeds). Dots: individual grids, boxes:
median and 25%/75% percentiles of the resulting distribution, whiskers: +/-1.5 IQD.
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The spread of grid charges among individual grids grows over time and is largest when there are
few customers left. For the revenue cap, however, we see the highest amount on uncertainty for the
earlier years that reaches a peak in 2040. This indicates that grid structure and strategy can lead to
marked differences for the DNO’s business model already in earlier stages of grid defection.

Development of capital expenditures dependent on DNO strategy (Figure 14):
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Figure 14. CAPEX development for individual grids at different DNO strategies with median k values.
(a) Selected years until 2025; (b) years until 2050. Dots: individual grids, boxes: median and 25%/75%
percentiles of the resulting distribution, whiskers: +/-1.5 IQD.

Changes in CAPEX result from investments (renewals), annual deprecations and full deprecation
in case of closure. While line replacement increases CAPEX, depreciation reduces them. The different
DNO strategies lead to strongly diverging CAPEX values (Figure 14). While aiming for “stable grid
charges” and “stable grid value” results in a fast or steady decrease in CAPEX, respectively, the “stable
revenue cap” strategy first increase CAPEX by high investment into the grid, which then again falls
when grid length shrinks strongly after 2040.

In this regard, our strategies “stable revenue cap” and “stable grid charges” represent extreme
options of possible development paths. Grid operators in reality would probably generate an increase
in RC with not only a higher CAPEX but also higher operational costs.

5. Discussion and Conclusions

5.1. Options, Risks and Conclusions for Distribution Network Operators

The complex system of interdependent actors and effects make detailed predictions difficult. For
the cost analysis, different assumptions for the cost parameters were made. In the following, the three
most influencing ones, the upstream grid charges, the operational cost and the costs of closure measures
will be discussed.

The rise of grid charges in face of decreasing demand will probably affect all stages of the gas grid,
not just the low-pressure stage described in this paper. This would lead to an increase in upstream
grid charges, whereas we considered them to be constant. Assuming that the upstream grid charges
increase at the same rate as the grid charges in our cost analysis, the revenue cap is raised by 10% in
2035 compared to the mean revenue cap of the cost analysis (mean value of the revenue cap of the 57
grids for the DNO Strategy “stable grid value”).

We also modeled operational costs just as a linear function of grid length, while it would be more
realistic to treat them as step costs which also depend on grid age and supplied energy. If these remain
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at a stable level until 2035, the revenue ceiling is increased by 20% compared to the revenue cap of the
cost analysis (same assumptions like above).

The costs of the closing, decommissioning and extraction of gas lines, which are often underground
and not easy to access, are not modeled in this paper. For our DNO, the costs per closure measure
are between 500–2500 €, depending on individual circumstances. Within such a scenario, we assume
that the costs per measure are oriented towards the lower cost limit, as there is an overcapacity of
personnel and measures can be partially coordinated. With 500 € closure measure costs, the revenue
cap thus increases by 1.6% in the base year 2017 and by 2.6% in 2035 compared to the mean value
of the cost analysis (same assumptions like above). In urban areas, gas pipes are usually laid under
pavements or roads. After closing a line, it usually remains underground until the surface has to
be opened up by other construction measures. Therefore, costs of deconstruction measures are not
considered. In Germany, this is regulated in detail in the concession agreement conducted between the
DNO and the concession grantor [79]. All these factors imply that the model in this paper rather lead
to an under- than an overestimation of actual DNO costs.

From a DNO point of view, we identify several factors that could combine into a high economic
risk when faced with decreasing demand: The nonlinear development of grid costs described by low
k factors can result in a strong discrepancy of grid costs when most of the customers still remain in
the grid. In these periods, we also see a strong variability of grid-dependent outcomes which could
put an early strain on single grid areas. The risk-determining factors for individual areas are the age
structure of the grid, the network topology, the cost structure of the DNO and the individual decisions
of the grid users. Stranded investments are a relevant risk factor, when customer exits occur in areas
which were not predicted by the DNO. While we model this customer behavior as random, in reality
a prediction of customer exits is an effective way for the DNO to control parts of the resulting costs.
From the perspective of a DNO, the decisions taken at this point are somewhat contradictory:

• Reducing the investment rate, and with that the CAPEX, leads to an increase of the grid age,
thus its reliability drops, which in turn increases the operational costs.

• A changed capitalization strategy reduces the fixed capital and thus the risk for stranded
investments, but increases operating costs, which in turn has a negative effect on the efficiency
value of the DNO in the regulatory regime [18,63].

• Shortening the depreciation period of lines has the same effects like a changed capitalization
strategy in the long term.

To reduce the risk for stranded investments, the DNO can develop its future investment roadmap
under consideration of risk and return, where investment decisions regarding building heating systems
determine the customers’ grid usage and thus the risk for the grid operator. The investment theory
offers methods such as portfolio [80–82] or real options analysis [83,84], which enable the selection of
risk- and return-optimal renewal measures under uncertainty.

5.2. Options, Risks and Conclusions for Grid Users

The regulated system [63] could incentivize DNOs to pursue a “stable revenue cap” in the first
years of gas exit scenarios. We predict that this strategy could become non-sustainable after a 30%–40%
decrease in demand, which would lead to a sharp rise in grid charges and thus gas costs for grid
user. Facing this financial risk, customers can postpone investments in heating systems, invest in
energy efficiency measures or combine gas-based systems with others such as electrical heat pumps
or replace their heating systems with non-gas-based technologies. Ansorge et al. [85] provide an
estimate for a tipping point that could trigger customer grid defection at a gas price increase by about
1.25 ct/kWh. In our study setup, this would correspond to an increase in grid charges by 50%–100%,
which would be reached between 2035 and 2045 depending on DNO strategy. In result, this might
lead to a sudden increase of grid charges and grid defection that might develop into a self-reinforcing
feedback loop. Also, experience has shown that prosumers with a high degree of self-sufficiency tend
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to stay connected to power grids for the opportunity to sell surplus energy. While decentralized home
production of synthetic gas, e.g., by small-scale electrolysis, is not common today, this factor might
grow in importance in a global scenario of renewable gas production [38].

5.3. Macro-Economic Perspective and Regulatory Options

With our work we identify a future risk, that the operation of gas grid infrastructure as well as
gas-bound heating systems will become uneconomical compared to other technologies, as the gas
demand decreases in most predicted scenarios in Germany. This represents a macroeconomic risk,
as numerous studies assume that gas-bound technologies are needed as a flexibility option for energy
systems with a high penetration of renewable energy [6,11,23–26,29,32].

To counteract this development, the legislator can change individual aspects within the existing
regulatory regime on the one hand, such as shortening the depreciation period, changing the return
on equity or changing the benchmark system [62,63]. On the other hand, it is possible to change the
regulatory regime itself, e.g., by introducing an energy carrier independent infrastructure charge,
which takes into account the system-useful properties of the gas infrastructure.

5.4. Further Research

5.4.1. Limits and Transferability of the Approach

The general power-law relationship we use has been described for a widely different range of
natural as well as human-made networks. It is, therefore, also most likely to apply to a wide variation of
energy grids, although redundancy as in mesh structures might be an additional relevant factor which
we did not examine. For the 57 grids, the values of the exponent k for a random exit pattern (median:
0.4) is in line with the literature [54], which describes a lowest value of 0.33 for highly disordered grids.
Of the presented structural parameters, most can be generalized to a broad range of different grid
infrastructures and are not specific to a single energy carrier, grid topology or scale. We assume that
parameters for k values and variances can be estimated for other networks with a similar approach,
which could also answer the question whether certain grid topologies are more or less sensitive to a
decline in demand.

History shows that the regulatory regime of a country adapts to the respective technological and
economic circumstances [62]. In this way it can be assumed that the regulatory system will adapt
accordingly for transformation paths with strongly declining gas demand. As a result, DNOs will
also adapt their strategy, leading to changed revenue cap and grid charge developments. Here, new
work could start by examining the effects of changing regulatory regimes or DNO strategies within the
transformation path. For this, the used regulatory mechanism can be transferred to other methods
such as the “price-cap” or “rate-of-return” approach by adapting the formula relationships and adding
additional cost elements if necessary, which also makes it possible to transfer the approach to other
countries (see Table 1).

An evaluation of the gas demand scenario (Figure A3 in Appendix C.4) used for the cost analysis
is difficult: On the one hand, the literature sources [6,11,23–26,29,32] show that the decline of the
gas demand can also be of non-linear nature, which would further increase the economic risk for
all stakeholders, since we have assumed a linear decline for the cost analysis. On the other hand,
the majority of German studies predict a need for gas in the future energy system as a flexibility option,
whereby renewable gases like bio-methane or synthetic gas produced by power-to-gas plants substitute
the conventional natural gas. Studies agree that gas will become less important for space heating
applications, but will be used for industrial process heat generation in the future [6,11,23–26,29,32].
In this way, the scenario used for the cost analysis represents a worst-case scenario.
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5.4.2. Decisions of Single Actors

Many authors have developed building investment models with the aim of selecting cost and
CO2 optimized renewal measures [35,36,38]. However, a validation of the German Energy Saving
Ordinance shows that, especially in the residential sector, investment decisions are made on the basis
of a wider spread of socio-economic factors [86,87]. To be able to quantify the risk of a customer’s exit
from the gas network, models are needed that determine realistic refurbishment options for individual
buildings respectively their owners. Based on these options, the risk in terms of future gas demand for
individual network areas can be quantified and taken into account when planning renewal measures
in the gas grid. For this purpose, existing investment valuation models, such as portfolio analysis as
a one-period model or real options analysis as a multi-period model, which are already used in the
energy economy, have to be adapted [88]. Moreover, the role of different regulatory regimes within
such transformation paths should also be examined.

5.4.3. Interdependencies between the Decisions of Different Actors

The general problem of grid defection has been the topic of previous studies that focus on
renewable power production, where the growing availability of residential PV systems and storage
technology confronts utility businesses with the threat of grid defection. This effect is dubbed the
“utility death spiral” and predicted as a possible positive feedback of rising grid charges and a decline
in demand, which could lead to a thread to traditional utility business models [39,89,90]. Lessons
learned from power grids could also serve as a model for gas grids: With the strong sensitivity to
energy retail prices, both DNO pricing structures and national taxation models could help to control
grid defection. For this reason, models should be developed to analyze the interdependencies between
the decisions of the different stakeholders such as the regulator, the DNO and the grid user.
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Appendix A Nomenclature and Parametrization

Table A1. Acronyms.

Name Acronym Name Acronym

Building owner BO Grid charges GC

Capital expenditure CAPEX Operational expenditure OPEX

Distribution network operator DNO Revenue cap RC

Domestic hot water DHW Space heating SH
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Table A2. Nomenclature of formula symbols.

Parameter Description [unit] Value

Variables

bOR
∇,` Renewal of line ` in year ∇ (Binary decision variable of optimization model)

bC
c,` Closure of line ` in year c (Binary decision variable of optimization model)

cGCG
t

Grid charges gas in year t [€/kWh]
RBVF`,t Rest book value factor of line ` in year t as a function of the binary decision variables

MRBVFGrid
t Mean rest book value factor of the whole grid in year t

At,` Age of line ` in year t as a function of the binary decision variables [a]

bLT
`

Binary variable representing if a line is within its technical lifetime (function of the
binary decision variables)

Power law function

nCust
t

Customer number of the grid
LGrid
t

Cumulated line length of the grid [m]
k Exponent of the power law function

MSE Mean squared error of power law fit
R2 Correlation coefficient of power law fit

Cost components of the revenue cap

αCAPEX
t

Capital expenditures [€]
αOPEX
t

Operational expenditures [€]
αEC
t

Calculated return on equity [€]
αBC
t

Interest on borrowed capital [€]
αTax Calculated trade tax [€]
α

Depr
t

Calculated interest on borrowed capital [€]
αOC
t

Operational costs [€]
αLC
t

Loss costs [€]
α

UpGCG
t

Upstream grid charges [€]
αConc
t

Concession fees [€]

Parameters used in Section 2 (methods and materials)

EGas
t

Supplied energy in year t [kWh/a] Scenario specific

C I
`

Historical acquisition expenditures for line `
[€/m] 214 *

L` Line length of line ` [m] Line specific
R EC
`

Interest rate equity capital of line ` 0.0691 *
Q EC
`

Amount of equity capital of line ` 0.4 *
R BC
`

Interest rate borrowed capital of line ` 0.035 *
Q BC
`

Amount of borrowed capital of line ` 0.6 *
RTax Trade tax rate 0.1365 *
TTL Technical lifetime of a line [a] 40

TPlanning Planning horizon [a] 33

CUpGCG
t

Specific costs of upstream grid charges [€/kWh] 0.01
CConc
t

Specific costs for concession fees [€/kWh] 0.002
CLC Specific lost costs [€/kWh] 0.008
FLoss Loss factor 0
CLRC Specific operational costs [€/m] 10.71
T Init
` Line age at the begin of planning horizon [a] Line specific

AMeanInit Length-weighted average age of the grid [a] Grid specific

Additional Parameters used in optimization model

LStatR
∇,t Status matrix for renewal measure ∇ in year t See Appendix C.1

LStatO
t,` Status matrix for operation of line ` in year t See Appendix C.1

LStatC
c,t Status matrix for closure measure c in year t See Appendix C.1

EBE
j,t Energy demand of building | in year t [kWh] Building and scenario specific

BBL
`,t Status matrix of line ` in year t Line and scenario specific

Indices and sets

| ε J A building | of all buildings J connected to the grid
` ε L A line ` of all lines L in the grid
t ε T A year twithin the planning horizon T
∇ ε R Year of renewal measure ∇ of all possible years R within the planning horizon T
c ε C Year of closure measure c of all possible years Cwithin the planning horizon T

* Same values applied for all lines `. Values are chosen on basis of local conditions in Bamberg, Germany (grid and
DNO properties as well as regulatory aspects).
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Appendix B Correlation Analysis

Appendix B.1 Parameters of Correlation Analysis

Table A3. Parameters of correlation analysis.

Parameter Unit Description, Literature source

kHighest impact first 1 k value for “highest impact first” selection type of one grid.

kLongest path first 1 k value for “longest path first” selection type of one grid.

Mean(kRadial) 1 Mean value of k for 100 seeds “radial random selection” of one grid.

Mean(kWeighted ) 1 Mean value of k for 100 seeds “weighted random selection” of one grid.

Mean(kRandom) 1 Mean value of k for 100 seeds “random selection” of one grid.

kShortest path first 1 k value for “Shortest path first” selection type of one grid.

kLeast impact first 1 k value for “Least impact first” selection type of one grid.

kHighest impact first
−

kLeast impact first 1 Difference of k values “highest impact first” and “least impact first” of one grid.

STD
(
kRandom

)
1 Standard deviation of k for 100 seeds “random selection” of one grid.

max
(
P|

)
m Longest path of a grid.

min
(
P|

)
m Shortest path of a grid.

Mean(Detourf) 1 Average value of the detour factor of a grid (detour factor: path length
normalized with linear distance).

STD(Detourf) 1 Standard deviation of the detour factor of a grid.

LGrid m Grid length of a grid.

Mean
(
P|

)
m Average value of all paths lengths of a grid.

STD
(
P|

)
m Standard deviation of all paths lengths of a grid.

EGrid kWh/a Cumulated yearly energy demand of a grid.

Mean
(
E|

)
kWh/a Average energy demand of customers of a grid.

STD
(
E|

)
kWh/a Standard deviation of the customer’s energy demands in a grid.

Max
(
E|

)
kWh/a Maximal energy demand of a customer in a grid.

EGrid/LGrid kWh/(a * m) Cumulated energy of grid area normalized to grid length.

NCust/ LGrid 1/(a * m) Number of customers in grid area in relation to grid length.

NCust 1 Number of customers in a grid area.

AGrid m2 Area size.

PGrid/ LGrid 1 Sum of all paths from user to regulator station normalized to grid length in a grid.

STD
(
P|

)
/ PGrid 1 Standard deviation of path lengths normalized to sum of path lengths in a grid.

min
(
P|

)
/ PGrid 1 Shortest path normalized to sum of path lengths in a grid.

max
(
P|

)
/ PGrid 1 Longest path normalized to sum of path lengths in a grid.

VarC
(
P|

)
1 Variation coefficient of path lengths in a grid.

VarC(L`) 1 Variation coefficient of line lengths in a grid (of simplified graph, see chapt. 2).

Mean(L`) m Average line length (of simplified graph, see chapt. 2).

Max(l)/LGrid 1 Maximal line length normalized to grid length (of simplified graph, see chapt. 2).

Mean(PR) 1 Mean value of page rank [76,77]. (weights = line lengths; dumping factor
d = 0.85)

VarC(PR) 1 Variation coefficient of page rank.

Mean(SP) m Sum of shortest paths between every nodes of the graph normalized by squared
customers number (weights = line lengths) [91].

KW(1) 1 Weighted average nearest neighbor degree of nodes with degree d [75,77]. (d = 1)

KW(3) 1 Weighted average nearest neighbor degree of nodes with degree d. (d = 3)

DGrid 1
Diameter of the graph, which represents its maximum eccentricity. The

eccentricity of a node v is the maximum distance from v to all other nodes
in G [92].

RGrid 1 Radius of the graph, which represents its minimum eccentricity [92].
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Appendix B.3 Structural Parameters of the 57 Grid Areas

Table A4. Structural parameters of the grid areas.

Grid Length/m Number of
Customers

Yearly Energy
Demand/MWh

Length Weighted
Average Initial Age/a

0 480 4 233 15.1
1 2270 40 2235 33.1
2 2390 79 2224 28.3
3 1140 22 2496 36.1
4 2620 82 4529 31.4
5 4220 90 1581 22.4
6 7680 266 6787 35.8
7 4460 124 8828 20.7
8 8630 299 8032 34.6
9 5590 174 4877 25.7

10 650 17 2335 29.0
11 5200 191 5445 27.1
12 3660 69 3625 22.9
13 8080 229 6524 24.5
14 1830 44 1575 29.9
15 2430 75 7457 29.1
16 5510 166 2284 20.4
17 4590 189 3889 28.6
18 3210 148 1638 17.0
19 4270 167 5633 22.7
20 2870 126 3009 29.1
21 980 31 1444 28.7
22 5650 212 4550 25.1
23 3620 127 4540 30.7
24 1510 61 2708 26.1
25 2150 36 2185 16.9
26 6390 152 5660 21.6
27 9510 247 7060 26.4
28 5890 209 4286 26.2
29 2990 64 4046 22.0
30 4440 205 5229 33.6
31 2550 130 2690 35.9
32 5650 228 7193 25.5
33 5140 234 8473 30.9
34 7680 245 9616 23.4
35 4660 199 9029 29.2
36 7520 363 19,092 29.9
37 5070 180 13,916 30.8
38 500 8 136 14.3
39 3810 129 3322 21.3
40 8110 258 13,229 31.3
41 7300 227 6336 35.1
42 10,080 390 16,786 27.2
43 4200 131 4694 27.0
44 4960 181 4626 21.4
45 3030 100 2583 28.6
46 2390 76 2133 26.3
47 6940 281 14,294 28.9
48 1600 101 3822 33.0
49 3290 193 8625 32.1
50 470 23 1538 35.8
51 6300 276 17,462 28.7
52 5550 144 8993 29.5
53 2790 56 4012 19.5
54 10,760 481 20,192 31.5
55 11,960 507 21,045 33.3
56 1350 31 1024 21.5
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Appendix C Cash Flow Analysis

Appendix C.1 Optimization Model

The objective is to maximize the earnings before interests and tax. The degree of freedom
represents the scheduling of renewal measures within the planning horizon, which influences RBVF`,t:

maxzLL = R EC
` ∗Q

EC
` ∗

∑
t ε T

∑
` ε L

L`∗C I
` ∗RBVF`,t (A1)

Subject to:
1. Costs equal revenues within every year t of planning horizon:

∀ t ε T :
(
CUpGCG
t

+ CConc
t

+ CLC
∗ FLoss

− cGCG
t

)
∗

∑
| ε J

EBE
j,t +

∑
` ε L

(
CLRC

∗L`∗BBL
`,t

)
+

∑
` ε L

(((
R BC
` ∗Q

BC
`

)
+

((
RTax + 1

)
∗ R EC

` ∗Q
EC
`

))
∗L`∗C I

` ∗RBVF`,t
)

+
∑

` ε L

((
CI
∗L`∗ 1

TTL ∗b
LT
` ∗B

BL
`,t

)
∗ L`

)
≤ 0

(A2)

2. Length-weighted mean age of grid for all lines under operation equal initial mean age for every
year in planning horizon, where the age A`,t is a function of chosen renewal measures:

∀ t ε T :
∑
` ε L

L`∗BBL
`,t∗A`,t −

AMeanInit
∗

∑
` ε L

L`

 ≥ 0 (A3)

The rest book value factor RBVF`,t is a function of the binary decision variables bOR
∇,` for operation

and renew as well as bC
c, ` for closure of each line, where the sets R and C represents the years of the

planning horizon in which a renewal or closure measure is possible. LStatR
∇,t, LStatC

c,t are logical

matrices that determine whether a line is operated, dependent on the chosen measure ∇ or c. LStatO
t,`

is a logical matrix that determines whether a line ` is within its technical lifetime. Before optimization,
the relation between each customer | and line ` was figured out within a graph search and modeled by
a logical matrix BBL

`,t. RBV`,t represents the substitute of the following relationship (15):

RBVF`,t =
∑
∇∈R

(
bOR
∇,` ∗

((
RO
t,` ∗

(
1− LStatR

∇,t

)
∗ LStatO

t,` +
(
RR
∇,t ∗

(
RR
∇,t

))
−

∑
c∈C

bOR
∇,` ∗ bC

c,` ∗
(
1− LstatO

c,t

)
∗

((
RO
t,` ∗

(
1− LstatR

∇,t

)
∗ LstatO

t,` +
(
RR
∇,t ∗

(
RR
∇,t

))) (A4)

The rest book values before R O
t,` and after R R

t,t renewal can be described by:

R O
t,` = 1−

t + Tinit

TTL
(A5)

R R
∇,t = 1−

t− r

TTL
(A6)

At,` and bLT
` are a functions of chosen renewal measures and can be described as:

At,` =
∑
∇ ε R

bOR
∇,` ∗

(((
1− LStatR

∇, t

)
∗

(
t+ T Init

`

))
+

(
LStatR

∇, t∗ (t− ∇)
) )

(A7)
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bLT
` =

∑
∇ ε R

bOR
∇,` ∗

((
1− LStatR

∇,t

)
∗LStatO

t,` + LStatR
∇,t

)
(A8)

Additional constraints, regarding the choice of measures:
3. One renewal until closure allowed (lines must at least to be operated):

∀ ` ε L :
∑
∇ ε R

bOR
∇,` = 1 (A9)

4. One closure measure allowed during planning horizon:

∀ ` ε L :
∑
c ε C

bC
c,` ≤ 1 (A10)

5. Closure measure only if no more customers are supplied:

∀ ` ε L, t :
∑
c ε C

bC
c,` ∗

(
1− LStatC

c,t

)
∗ BBL

`,t = 0 (A11)

6. Lines have to be closed when no customer is connected anymore:

∀ ` ε L, t :
∑
c ε C

bC
c,` ∗

(
1− LStatC

c,t

)
+ BBL

`,t − 1 = 0 (A12)

The bilinear term bOR
t,` ∗b

C

t, ` was substituted to transform Equation (15) into a linear model [93].
Where an additional constraint 7 based on the substitute is necessary, in order to exclude renewals
after shutdowns.

Appendix C.2 Simplified Cash Flow Model

In the following the calculation of each cost component of the revenue cap of the DNO used in this
work is defined. Under consideration of the DNO strategies and the underlying scenario introduced
in Section 2, as well as the functional relationships (1) and (3), grid charges and revenue cap can
be determined.

αEC
t

= R EC
` ∗Q

EC
` ∗C

I
∗ LGrid
t
∗MRBVFGrid

t (A13)

αBC
t

= R BC
` ∗Q

BC
` ∗C

I
∗ LGrid
t
∗ MRBVFGrid (A14)

αTax = RTax
∗R EC

` ∗Q
EC
` ∗C

I
∗ LGrid
t
∗MRBVFGrid

t (A15)

α
Depr
t

= CI
∗ LGrid
t
∗ MRBVFGrid

t ∗
1

TTL
(A16)

αOC
t

= LGrid
t
∗ CLRC (A17)

αLC
t

=
(
CLC
∗ FLoss

)
∗ EGas
t

(A18)

α
UpGCG
t

= CUpGCG
∗ EGas
t

(A19)

αConc
t

= CConc
∗ EGas
t

(A20)
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Appendix C.3 Global Scenario of the Cost Analysis
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Appendix C.4 Results of the Cost Analysis

Grid 18 has a length-weighted mean initial age of 17.0 years. Therefore, the grid charges in 2018
are of above-average value.
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Figure A3. Comparison of grid charges for optimization (full) and simplified (hashed) cash flow
calculation during declining gas demand in a single gas grid. (Grid: #18, DNO strategy: constant grid
value, selection type: random selection (mean k value), global scenario: linear decrease of gas demand
2018–2050).
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